The construction of domestic continuous bioreactor is proposed. The modeling of thermal modes of household biogas plant using graph theory was done. The correction factor taking into account with the influence of variables on its value was determined. The system of balance equations for the desired thermal conditions in the bioreactor was presented.
Introduction
Today in Ukraine priority of saving energy resources is the use of alternative energy sources. One way to meet the energy needs is to use biogas as a product of anaerobic digestion of organic waste from agricultural production.
Bioreactor is the main component of biogas plant. The most popular are the tanks of oval and cylindrical form. Such containers are provided with the lowest cost of raw materials mixing; removal of spent substrate; selection and destruction of formed biogas crust that is formed during the fermentation is minimal. Using of the reactors of cylindrical form at an angle, horizontal position, can effectively accommodate equipment for mixing and create the necessary conditions for the removal of sludge.
Basic requirements for raw materials fermentation is suitability of metan bacteria, namely the presence of organic matter that decompose biologically, sufficient quantity of water (90 -94%), lack of substances that prevent the growth of microorganisms and the presence of a neutral environment. Often as organic matter livestock manure is used. An important condition for biogas production is to maintain a constant temperature mode of fermentation substrate. Methane fermentation begins at a temperature of 6 °С. At lower temperature methane stops. Simultaneously with the increasing of temperature rapidly increases the amount of gas released.
The time of hydraulic assertion depends on the type of material being loaded. The organic substances decompose with different rapidity. The longest time the hydraulic assertion is the increased content of cellulose and hemicellulose, shorter -in the case of raw proteins and fats, and the shortest -to sugars.
The aims and objectives of the study, to set the dependency correction factor that determines the effect of external factors on thermal conditions of the bioreactor.
Theoretical studies
The existing geometric forms of domestic biogas digesters were analyzed and bioreactor ( Figure 1 ) of cylindrical shape with truncated cones upwards and downwards was proposed, which takes into account energy saving characteristics and features of the process [8] . This design of biogas plant tank gives a possibility of a continuous cycle of biogas production. Due to a reasonable size minimal external reserved area is reached, which would reduce the heat loss in the cold season.
Formation of physical models of thermal bioreactor processes
To evaluate the temperature conditions of the bioreactor scheme drawn heat is designed. This scheme includes the heat flows that affect the manufacturing process of biogas formation. As the process is continuous fermentation, it is necessary to maintain a constant heat regime in the bioreactor.
For modeling and identification of thermal conditions the graph theory is used. This approach allows solving efficiently direct and reversing problem of heat transfer in modeling, identification and optimization of thermal, physical processes and is based on a systemic approach to address the challenges of heat transfer.
Bioreactor is showed as a system of thermal containers, which occurs between the elements and how heat cooperates with heat sources (Figure 2 ). 
The using of solar energy to maintain the thermal conditions in the bioreactor for warm season
The amount of heat that is required for heating the substrate, which is fed into the reactor to a temperature of methane fermentation process, depends on the weight of the substrate, its heat, the temperature difference between raw materials that are loaded, and the internal environment.
Significant energy savings for biomass heating can be obtained through the use of solar radiation. As Ukraine's climate is mostly moderate -continental, and the south is subtropical, it is possible to use effectively solar energy to heat the substrate of bioreactor.
The system of thermal containers of bioreactor between the elements which is heat and the interaction between heat sources is shown in Figure 3 
Method of determining the heating system capacity of bioreactor
Today there is a wide choice of heating tanks of biogas plants based on the use of heat exchangers, located in the middle of the bioreactor and with the proposed methods of calculation.
The proposed method of calculation to determine the heat load bioreactor is based on a scientific approach to the tasks, such as: physical modeling of thermal processes in the reservoir and the experimental research of field temperature. Figure 4 shows the design scheme of heat flow of bioreactor. 
QHEAT
To maintain the desired fermentation process the internal temperature should ensure the conditions HEAT Q = V Q , W. General heat loss of bioreactor, W:
(2) For the upper and lower surfaces of truncated cones heat were calculated for both flat reserved. The heat transfer coefficient for the upper surface was taken for gas environment, and for lower the surface -called the liquid medium. Heat loss through exterior reserved Q , W level: For the upper flat surface W: For the lower flat surface, W:
where P.N. For the upper conical surface W:
where К.V. 
where К.N.
F -lower conical surface area of the tank, m 2 ;
For cylindrical surfaces, C Q W:
where C F -the surface area of the cylindrical tank ,m 2 .
The physical model is not fully illuminates all possible factors of influence on heat reservoir for the construction method of calculation which were taken into account, the results of experimental and field research were presented in publications [5, 6, 7] Based on the differences of field and theoretical studies the correction factor θ, which allows you to adjust the size of the bioreactor heat was determined. Dependence (2) will be:
where θ -correction factor, the resulting value:
EX V Q -Heat bioreactor; defined experimentally, W; [6, 7] AN V Q -Heat bioreactor; defined by the formula (2). [5] As a result, comparison of temperature loads of bioreactor derived from analytical and experimental studies under the same conditions, determined a correction factor taking into account the influence of variables on its value. Figure 5 shows a graphical dependency of determination of the correction factor θ from ambient temperature Z t , ° C, and the thickness of the thermal insulation δ, m. 
where -δ thermal insulation thickness, m; tz -ambient air temperature, ° C.
Conclusion
Based on the confirmed analysis the effectiveness of the proposed design of domestic continuous bioreactor, which operates in the temperature range from 35 ° C to 50 ° C. The modeling of bioreactor heat flow using graph theory was done. A graphical and analytical dependence for determining the correction factor was received, that allows to adjust the size of the heat load while providing the necessary heat treatment for conditions of methane fermentation.
